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Spectra is a 4x5 reel slot with Stacked Wild symbols that Nudge into place 

to form Sticky Wilds while simultaniously granting a Respin for each new 

Wild Stack.

Spectra

Sit back and enjoy the show as Spectra takes you for a 
ride offering the ultimate light display with a soundtrack 
to match.

Retro minimalistic expressions merged into this money making machine 
featuring stacked wilds aimed to fill your entire screen for ultra-wins!

Features
Wild Respin 
Wild Nudge 
Stacked Wilds Stacked wild symbols covering large portions of the reels 

presenting many win opportunities. 

Understanding the game

A full spectrum game

Summary

Game Cover

Wild Stacks appearing on the reels. Wild Stacks Nudging during a Respin.

More Wild Stacks that simultaniously Nudge to create 
win oppurtunities.

Stacked Wild Symbols can appear anywhere on the 
reels. The Wild Stacks Nudge as the reels respin.

As long as there's one or more new Wild Stacks 
appearing, a Respin is triggered and the Wild 
Stacks starts to Nudge.
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Game Science

Wild Stacks appearing, time to get excited. Get your initial win or go straight 
to the Respin. 

Let's stack up some Wilds!
Wait for that Wild Stack to appear and see what it brings, hope for the next one and feel the ex-
itement build. Collect your wins in between respins and wish for a Big Win next. Focus on the line 
up as Wilds fill the screen. End with a total that sticks in the mind, hitting that Wild Stack again is 
even better now.

Collect wins with the help of 30 pay lines as the respins and Nudges starts to 
kick in. Large areas of Wilds providing great chances for large finishing totals. 

Game Pulse

Excitement - 10 Endurance - 5 Session Volatility - 6

Excitement - Frequency of exciting events
Endurance - Number of rounds for money
Session Volatility - Difference in RTP from one session to another
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A full spectrum game

The Rush

Gameround  Bet multiplier  Hit freq. 
Big win   15-40   1 in 100 
Mega win   40-80   1 in 535 
Ultra win   80+   1 in 1470
Default min/max bet €   0.10 / 100
Min Free round cost €  0.10

RTP 
Total   96.4%  

Game ID: tk-s1-g6  Hit freq. = 22.0% Pay lines = 30

Max exposure = € 240 000 with a bet of €100 

Game Cover

Spectra


